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2h Et, Editorial Bee Lines. 

WSS ae: As i, Many of our beekeepers do not seem 
‘ eS ef) im to understand the real worth of ‘the 
[RTE perforated zinc honey-board in swarm- 

ing season. It may be placed on top 

ene oS ae ae of a box hive, and when the bees have 
A 32-F AGE MONTHLY. clustered, they may be shaken on it. 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, 75 CENTS The bees will go down into the box, 
eros. ae oe Tee rea ie leaving queen and drones on top. The 

is CLUBB ING RATES: Z queen can be easily caught, as she 
Two Copies: $ 1.25; 3 copies for will raise her wings from the abdomen 

$ 1.80; 5 copies, $ 2.50; 10 or more, in trying to get through. 

45 ae ou Ifa colony of bees become queenless 

4 lease ne the names and post especially if they have no larvae, they 

offices plainly. are liable to go to fighting among them- 
eo SSaSaIET ELLE SP Ean eee selves, and their wa1 will be one of ex- 

Advertising rates on application, termination. If a frame containing
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__ eggs and brood is placed in the hive it mastered the complex problems tha 
will stop all this. wil present themselves, and conquered 

Sree ie adc have bene the discouraging noe that will 

aise x meet him at every turn until he shall 

Piece eueble wane on queen have become a practical beekeeper; he 
tearing. We recommend ‘Doolittle on : y ca ne 

Z may safely purchase a few stands of 

ee ce ogee, Piety, fellable bees and expect to get as much profit ; 
and a book for practical work. It is a ae y . ae \ er h y h 
for sale by most all dealers, or we will ee De Nee a ee Sere . 

Z i ; may spend in his apiary, as from any 
send at ; from this office on receipt of other work he may do on the farm. 

pac But let not the ‘‘double minded 

It does not pay to use hives after iman,’’ who is ‘‘unstable in all his 
they have contained bees affected with ways,’’ think that he shall obtain ei- 
foul brood; they may be cleaned so as ther satisfaétion or benefit from the 

to be free from infection, but there is honey-gatherer. Vigilance unceasing 
; always a risk in it and, iftime is ofany is the price of success in the apiary, 

value, it will cost more, in most in- and the unseeing day-dreamer, who 
stances, than it would to replace with lives in an aerial land beyond the 

new hives. clouds, or the slow, unthinking, and 

a monieine disar. the question, unplanning plodder, who lives with 

“Will it pay the average farmer to the mole and the gopher in the earth, 

keep a few stands of bees?”’ need not expect any very, great degree 

In attempting an answer there are °f Pleasure fiom his apiary. s 

many things to be considered. ‘‘Cir- There is growing in great abuncance 
cumstances always alter cases."’ aj] over the southern part of the Gulf 
There will, in many instances, be a States, a weed, that, in the estimation 
complexity of circumstances that will of many, is a nuisance; but which is of 
greatly modify the directness of any great value to the beekeepers. ‘The 
answer that may be given. honey will compare favorably with any 

If a farmer is in the region of large joney of the same district; and in fact 
. tracts of clover, alfalfa, sage, manza- With the highest grade of honey in the 

nita, or in fact, any of the higher Northern States, It is in bloom for a- 
grades of honey plants; if he is near pout 20 days, and yields honey in the 
a spring or flowing stream of water, if greatest abundance, 
he has some spare time (by which ‘we © =2————————W—_——_____. 

mean time not used in other important Never feed sour honey to bees, as it 
work on the farm); if he hasa liking will almost certainly give them dys- 

for the busy workers; if he has natural entery. It may be scalded and, pro- 

inclinations for the study of natural vided it is not scorched, fed like any 

history, especially the instinéts and other. Reserve it however until the 
characteristics of the honey bee; if he weather is warm. * 

has patience to endure disappointment ss Reel ose 

and losses, bravely hopeing for future Subscribe for the 

gains and successes when he shall have WESTERN API ARI AN
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There is a difference of opinion as Do not hesitate to take any step 
to the benefit of painting beehives. In that leads in the direction of better 

California it would seem that there is’  onveniences for the apiary, 

no room for any difference, inasmuch: Bees will amply repay their owner 

as our climate is such that the winter (ime aud money spent in improve: 
problem nevet enters into the calculat- Wieats provided the ve cere 

pone NS sOrer et: i : within the limits of the practical, 
Not only is it ere in keeping with Iti will ‘noty Of course, .do'for him 

the goueral appearance of things in this io Mujra “rel! lorlverh newtintlad 
thilfty weil kept, sunny, happy, flower ». e Parente 

land, to have the hives well painted;but Ruprevement presented for his inspec- 

it is also an economy of no small import tion, neither will it do for him to sub- 

ance, Hives will last so much longer  Stitute for the simple methods ( the 
when weil painted, that we are astonish. simpler the better ) that have brought 

ed sometimes to see in the midst of ev- success, the more complicated and 

ery evidence of thrift and prudent pains — consequently more expensive and la- 

taking in other things, the bee-hives  porious methods so olten advocated 
weatherstained and warped, the empty by men who are seldom able to prove 

ones carelessly heaped in the comer of the efficiency of their own systems 

pres aco Cveleine atpund nBcoene and implements, by an appeal to their 
of general neglect, and in fact every ap- Bay 

; pearence advertising the fact that bee- an individual Beas Ce tak 

keeping is a secondary pursuit, and not tl ae ASU ee aay however, that 
considered of sufficient importance to re- the apiarist may advance rapidly, and 
ceive any great amount of attention. yet tread on the certain ground of the 

$ ipa fully tested; and make use of imple 

It is hardly to be questionedsthat ™ments and methods that are but of 
Americans lead the world in scentific yesterday, that have taken their place 
queen rearing. among the necessaries of the modern 

et pe tee see apiary. 
Sane 

Across betwen the Carniolans and All implemeuts ior thé apiary ought 

Italian will give splended results when to He jn perfect order befote the honey 

workeng for comb honey. flow begins, 

: Sait re ag ee eee When the bees are busy with the 
Carinolans are selécm or rever rob- nectar, and the frames are full and 

bers, and we know of no race that will ready to be extracted, is a poor time 

defend their hive so succesfully as they. to be fitting up the extractor; and 

| when'the tiering up’keeps the apiarist 

See that your drone hive is fully up on the jump, is a poor time to be 
to the mark. It is as important as the making hives and frames. 
queen hive. Have everything prepared and pla- 

1
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ced in as as convenient a position as Weare thinkinking of adding a home 
possible: do every thing systematical- department to the WESTERN APIARIAN, 
ly and as nearly as possible at the mo- thinking it would meet the approval of 
ment of the demand. Nowhare else are bee-keepers. 
system and expedition and promptness Agricultural papers are all made jour- 

more essential than in the apiary. nals for the home, and no small propor- 
- There are many benefits that result tion of their contents is for the enter- 
from organization, and the advantages tainment of the various members of the 

of such organizations among all classes /@™ily; and we see no good reason why 
of workmen and producers is becoming @ apicultural journal should not be 
more and more evident, made of equal interst in the home circle 
We do not think there should be Of course such a departure means to 

combinations for the mere purpose of us a large additional expenditure, but 

cornering the market in any staple ar- we will at present make no addition to 
ticle; or of putting a ficticious value on _ the price. 

any comodity; and yet within certain Bs =. _— 
well-defined limits, organization has a This journal is run in the interests of 
legitimate part in all business where a the bee keepers of the west and south, 

large number of persons depend upon 24 we think should receive a liberal 
the specialty for their support. patronage. We have invested large 

But not considering these advantages Sums of money in it and have placed 

from protection to prices and_ better the price very low for its grade. 

methods of marketing honey that The numbers for a year will contain 

would most certainly accrue from an Ver 400 pages, which would seem to 
organization of the beekeepers of Cali: be a good investment for 75 cents. 

‘ a. 
fornia, there are many pleasures. and We show this month, a few samples 
profits that will of necessity come from Retin ey labele: iarinte duit eal orae ok nie 

such concentrated effort. The discuss. 0! 20P°Y ne a F 
ion of topics; the introduction of new is simply to give you an idea of Os 

methods; the contact of man with man; work. We can get up any style and size 

the mutual helpfulness that will always of label, and at the very lowest prices. 
be given by the beekeepers, the sup- Our labels are all printed on the fin- 

port of the weak by the strong; and a est of enamelled paper, gummed or un- 

score of other benefits that might be gummed as desired. We use any color 

cited, each one of which would seem to of ink that may be desired, and follow 
be sufficient to show the advantage of any model presented. Give us a chance 

Breet: to estimate on labels, or any other print- 
California should lead the world in . : Fi : 

the production of honey, but we proph- 78 JOU may, desire, We. guatantce 
esy that she never will until her bee- Satisfaction and can save you a large 

men are thoioughly organized and thus percentage on your moncy. 

ae ne ha the ane ath death, 100k out for the May number of the 
a sympathy, the one with the oth- AVESTHRATA RRS TaNt
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Ta e beekeeper should never lose The bottle tree of Australia, of which 

sight of the fact that it is largely the we give an illustration on page 41, is 

appearance of honey that sells it. one of the most curious of the vegetab- 

Never send out a crate that is leaky le kingdom. Its trunk is all out of pro- 

as it will daub the sections and make _ portion to its branches; and sometimes 
them very untidy in appearance. A when it grows in rocky soil, the trunk 
good plan is to pack the crates and will bulge in the middle and become 
let them stand a few days before contracted at the root and at the top, 
shipping and then if they leak you just below the branches, presenting a 

can unpack and stop the leakage be- very bottle-like appearance. The 
fore sending. Pack weak combs be- branches grow out of the top as if from 
tween strong ones and turn them the mouth of a bottle and is one of the 

bottom upward. It would bea good peculiar features giving the tree its 
idea to dispose of all such in the name. We do not know just what 
home market and not attempt to ship its commercial value is, but it undoubt- 
them. edly fills an important place in the 

“It is much better. to number than Plans of The Great Designer. It is a 

to name your hives. The apiary to native of Australia. 
be: Systematically conducted aust ‘be! (os te 
systematically arranged, and system. REPO 

atic arrangement demands some kind os 

of cuca Naming by locat- : SEASON OF 1889, 

ions is too clumsy, as to say, ‘‘the Saar 

: hive under the apple tree,’’ or ‘‘the Beata aca AAAS. 
colony nearest to the suring Dou By S. B. HITCHCOCK, 
requires too much time in speaking “ 

and very much too much time in TROY SS ae Mare 
making the records of each colony. ei ee 

. at ist. How many colonies of bees 
A numerical nomenclature is very agence 

BUS more Sn vaud eCnuG eas 2nd. How many have been added to 

Strong colonies early in the spring your stock during the year?—r2. 

to take advantage of the first of the 3rd. How many colonies died?—o. 

ioney flow and keep it up through 4th. How many swarms escaped? 

out the entire season, is the thing to One. 

be most desired by the bee-men. sth.’ Do you use the natural meth- 

Here in California, the season 04 or do you divide?—Natural. : 

opens so early that it is not an easy 6th, What was the total yield of 

matter to have our colonies strong in honey from your apiary (a) comb, -(b) 
ses extra¢ted?—(a) 1200 pounds, (b) None. 

peee sane cee Nyaa i 7th. What was the largest yield of 
many of our bee-men, who are wide- any one colony?—140 pounds, 

awake are adle to secure very large 8th. What was the largest increase 

quantities from the earliest bloom. of any one colony?—1. >
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Henry M. Stanley, whose picture the historic centuries. 

heads this article, is justly considered His recent expedition into ‘“Dark- 

sreatest traveller, and the most agate : 
the Breas Haye i y the est Africa” which occupied only two 
indefatigable, conscientious, and dar- f 
5 ae years, but 1f measured by its event. 
ing explorer of his times. 

He has thrown a flood of light on fullness, would mean at least a quar- 

“The Dark Continent,” and has clear- ter of a century, has attracted the at- 

ed up many of its mysteries, that had tention and is receiving the applause 
puzzled the world since the dawn of of the whole world.
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The winter season now is o’er, the groves not having the bees the 

The hills are clothed with living fruit is not so evenly distributed and 
green, not nearly so goodacrop. What is 

And now the beemen in our land _ true of the orange is also true in a grea- 
Are looking for a well-bred queen; ter or less degree of all fruits. 

and the best way to find one is to sub- The time will come when fruit grow- 

scribe for the “W. A. & Q. B. J.’ — ets will be only too glad to have bees 

and read the advertisements. kept in large numbers in the near vi- 

The honey season opens with a pros- Sey ae SHEU Geen ane es aaa orn 

pect of great returns. The abundant It is with pleasure that we announce 

rains of the winter have been followed to the many readers of our journal, that 

by warm weather, and the result is an we have secured a number of very in- 

extraordinary amount of bloom. teresting articles for our May edition, 

Here, at Placerville, the bees are do- that will prove of considerable impor- 
ing wonders, piling in honey at a rate tance to the beekeepers of this country. 
that makes happy our beekeepers. Mr. We purpose using every endeavor to 

TT, Eversult told me yesterday that he raise our journal to the highest stand-  — 
hived a swarm on Sunday and on ard of excellence that can be reached 
Thursday he found that they had in apicultural literature, and trust that 7 
filled all the frames with honey. the beemen of this country, particularly 

Bees are a great: help in a country: Cie Werte ce CSL ea eaae 

where much fruit is raised, especially ee a 

where the orange crop is a staple. Many, in sowing buckwheat, place 
They carry the pollen into the bloom as two kinds very near each other and 
goon as it opens, causing a more com- then are yery much astonished that 

plete fertilization than would be with- neither kind is pure he fact is, bees 

out them. This is of the greatest im- will mix the pollen and when the seed 
portance inasmuch as it is true that js next sown, it will very clearly show 
when the bloom first opens all its cae hybrid origin, 

ture is complete and ought to recive the Buckwheat i¢ a valuable bee pasture 
fertilizing pollen at once. £ i s 

Bees carry the pollen into thousands ae ue Jaoaness very 2 especialy 
of flowers that are pendant, and in all desirable, When xed with Wicog tee 

likelil:ood would not be reached by the Varieties however, by the _ carelessness 
pollen otherwise, or at best only by of the grower it looses much of its 
floating particles which would be in- value. Sow it in a seperate field where : 

sufficient to fully fertilize. The conse- bees will not mix it with any other and 
quence is an increase both in the quan- you will soon be convinced of its su- 

tity and quality of the fruit. It has priority. 
beet remarked that in orange’ rowes (See 

near which bees have been kept, dur- Subscribe for the c 
ing the last season, the fruit was evenly 
distributed and the crop good; while in WESTERN APIARIAN
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We are frequently asked: ‘Does the honey and also in using an attract- 

beekeeping really pay 12 the majority ive label with the producer’s name, and 
of cases?’’ then, if his article is up to the stand- 

The answer we usually give is one ard, he soon secures a reputationwhich 

containing many ‘‘ifs.’’ It will not do is very advantagous to him. 

to quote the instances, many though “Party politics is all very well, but 

they be, “where snen: have Succeeded when a man gets imbued with Repub- ~ 

nas phenomenal degree; nor isitexact- jicanism to such an extent that he 
ly fair to take the other extreme and won't keep a hive of bees because they 
cite the ae aay. instances of complete Or are ruled by a queen, he has more 

comparative failure. Vor instance: pol. on board than common sense. 
Mr. E. D. Nichols of Montrose, Colo- ee : 
rado, last year increased from 3 to 10 __ We Sincerely hope that Claviceps A- 
colonies, and took 350 pounds of comb pium, the new bee disease, will Bot be 

honey in one-pound sections. ‘This we permitted to destroy whole apiaries 

consider a good showing, and yet it is and discourage Ey beekeepers in the 

not phenomenal. It would not be a future as it did during the past year. 

fair statement of the bee business, how- We S@ve last month a remedy by Win. 
ever, to speak of thisas an average Styan of San Mateo, which will at least 

case. While some will give a better materially check its ravages. We will 

showing, the great majority will go keep track of this subject of bee diseas- 

much below it. ‘The only safe test for ©) especially those peculiar to the 

any neighborhood is to secure one or West and South, and make a specialty 

two hives and find the ratio therefore 0! the prevention and remedy of the 
by a@ual returns, and then take into S#me- Many of our beemen have suc- 

consideration the weather, ete. for the ceeded in checking the disease and we 

year and decide whether or not it is an would be glad if they would make their 
average year, and then a fair idea can methods public property, and confer a 

be obtained whether or not beekeeping on upon the beekeepers where this 
can be made to pay in that locality. and other troubles are frequent. 

SS It is not at all likely that the new 
While the bee industry of this coun- fee disease will show up at all this 

try is advancing with prodigous strides year, as it has its origin in atmospher- 
we are glad to learn, that the local de- ic conditions that seem to have periodic 
mand for honey is increasing in an e- recurrence. In this se@tion it is un- 
qual rate, and as the people learn the doubtedly caused by a fungoid growth 

fact that honey is one of the most health-. in the juice of fruits, which fungoid 

ful of foods, there is no doubt that the growth, however, seldom occurs, 

demand will keep in advance of the When the first symptoms of the disease 
supply, and although the foreign mar- show themselves, rake immediate and 
kets are anxious to secure any surplus decisive steps for its prevention and 

ee we Deca res ise eivays desirable The columns of the ‘‘Western Apia- 
to cultivate the home trade. This can  yjan’’ are open to all for any article on 
be done by using care in putting up this or kindred subjects.
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WONKY LABELS. Allow me to give, as an addendum 
= to this article, the opinion of some of 

Many Advantages, i America’s leading beekeepers on this 
important subject of honey labels. 

OPINIONS OF PROMINENT ‘ H. R. Boardman: ect use a med- 

BEE-KEEPERS, EAST and WEST. ‘size plain label. 
A. HE. Manum: ‘‘A large label, 

FOR THE WESTERN APIARIAN. well printed, with directions how to 

pes SN bring the honey back to a liquid 

By Frank McCauuum. state when granulated.’” 

uname? Cc. C. Miller: ‘‘On glass, a small 

i eadvanites of cect ead appre label, on tin, the larger the better.’’ 
et in: “a e la S oivine 

priate labels for honey cans and jars Seu ‘ “ large eves ene 
as well as small, well printed labels a number of brief points of informat- 
Perseus Hees ey copeaeety Ne ion in reference to our occupation.” 

well understood by many of our bee- : a ee pane sabe ee 
i be in proportion to the package.’ 

keepers. Nearly every article to be PAD. Wallon: (A. Weak saudi: at 

found on the shelves of the grocer is Riaipe leucine cag nai sa 
Bre pe an eriectve (ae nes acid tractive label, and one that suits the 

placed where it will attract attention. ae op Rai ape nana 

The well arranged packages on the Pao ar eee a oy Gare eae 
Picives “of tic succescfal grocer pre- explaining that granulation is the 

sent, with their variety of labels, an pee pret of Helmut, au Haws te 

appearance of careful preparation, Sa ae _ tee ae ate 
which in itself causes a strong in- Fate a eipaee accl ytd ig ees 
Medea ta be sized label, in proportion to size of 

I have Lae cans on the package; pale spe peter ae 
counters of some grocery men that at- are law ei “TE th eae re 
tracted attention, it is true, but only » 9 "| st Me a eet 
beeause of their slovenly and ill-pre- Utes lube elatee jebelt ab sual ass 
et anne They ould te: a small one. If tin is used, cover 

. toe ie conte unsold watil with a neatlable; if glass is used, 

the grocer would state to the beekeep- _ use such a lable as will allow the hon- 

er that there was no demand for hon- ey to be seen.”’ 
ey and that he would not attempt to J. A. Green: ‘‘The label fora glass 
sell them or any other that might be package should be small. For a tin 
oe ex ns moet might be of oS package i should ree the entire 

ighes le, yet the appearance of surface as far as possible.’ 
the package in which it was put up James Heddon: ‘‘Use a small lab- 
would kill the market, and after such el on glass, so the contents will show 

p a cee the ae must wait a long off well. If I used tin I should pre- 
* time for a resurrection. fer to label it all over.” 

A good market can be obtained and Rambler; ‘‘For a 5-pound pail, a 
maintained in every town inthe U- plain label, to go about half away a- 
nited oes and ee by Boe round—the same sized label used on 
up oney, fully guaranteed, in all of ourtins. For glass, a small, 
neat packages with attractive labels. fancy lithograph label.’’ ‘
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THE They subscribed for this journal, and 

OLD LADY BEEKEEPER. read it all too 
—As all the good beemen in this coun- 

FSR, try do— * 

“['m going to keep bees,”’ the old lady And it taught them of methods they 

said, stood most in need, 

As she pulled on her night cap and How the beemen who write for this 

jumped into bed. journal succeed. x 
“Tm going to keep bees, and I trust Some money they made from the very ™ 

thatI can | first start; 

Capture more money than my old It made Susan smile, gave the old lady 

_ man, heart; 

You see he won’t work—oh, no! not And as they both worked on so faith- 

he— ful and true 

He'd rather go poking and loafing Prosperity came, as it always will do, 

around— é And now they are free from all harass- 

And I find that from debt we will never ing debt, 
be free : And are free from all trouble and care, 

Till some other method of working is. With Susan rigged out just as neat as 

found. a pin, 

And there’s daughter Susan—poor And they still have a little to spare. 

girl! it’s a shame— eR RR OR RR OR OR RR OF 

She can’t have a new dress, at least Morat. 

Cue a Yeas Do the best that you can in the battle 
While father does nothing but loaf all of life; 

the day; ‘ 2 

And the little he earns he spends most- ae ee ae Me ee Be 

ly in beer; Acad friends, 
And I’m getting heartsick with sorrow And we'll send this journal to you. 

and shame, 

But I think I will tackle the bees all i Ae ae a eee 

the same.’ It seems to be an acknowleged fact, 

And the old lady was as good as her that the honey resorces of California are 

word, 5 almost illimitable, and as the industry 

And began with a dozen of hives; develops we learn that methoid and sys- 

And Susan soon learned to help her— tem are essential to success, and the 

you know— best way to learu this fact is by organ- 

Luck smiles on the ones that most ization and a careful reading of the bee 

strive. literature of this state.
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of these bees that we have decided to 
CARNIOLANS. sell off our whole stock of Italians and 

pees hybred queens and breed no other var- 

/ iety but the Carniloans in our apiary 

pe Pe Oh a Uae. at San Mateo, and if we continue It- 

eae ae outa Nee alian queenrearing, it will be in a 

: yard near San Francisco, twenty one 

By Wm. STYAN., ey, ee 
Messrs. J C Mason and Son, editors 

i gti of the Bee keepers Advance, say of the 

z pee Sey of Carniola Garniolans: First,they are the gentlest 

eee every calel cltiate cutee: bees we have ever seen, They can be 

quently they are-vety hardy. They are handled without smoke at all times, 

Fae nae Bente eer and under all circumstance. We have 

oe a RS che ese putes pu Crosse never been stung by them. Second,they 

with Italians oF any other kind of bee gather no proplis, as other bees do, 

ee et CUES but use wax instead. This leaves their 

Rey cress. vous patiletcre they frames and sections all clean. Third, 

Ba oe dene Eye) they they defend their hives as well as 

Sou gi ameyomake : the shicest. and any bees we have ever ‘seen. Fourth, 

eS SecHon BOY Oran fe Bers, 28 they cap their honey the whitest of any 

Pace eat ne le or no proplis. They 20s we have ever had and the queens 
work from morning til nightin wetdry — a+6 the most prolific,” 

cipher weativer, sob | caning Messrs Pratt Bros, late editors of the 
for either. We have never found them Queen Breeders Journal, say:‘‘pure 

robbing, like Italians blaks or hybrids Garniolan bees cannot be beaten for 

; The queens are generally very large hardiness, gentility, and honey ga- 
and prolific, we find them in different thering. They can eho Ghote surplus 
colors, ranging from light straw color gob honey in a given season than 

to nearly the same color as common any other race of bees on the face of 
blacks, but they all produce the typ- © this earth.’ 

jeal kind of workers. aoa a= 3 

; The fine bred workers should show The Bee Keepers Review, edited 
no yellow bands, but upon the first and published by W. L. Hutchison is 

segment of the abdomen is generally one of our most valued ezchanges; it 

found a brownish colored band and is always full of the practical, and 
then follow extremely broad white ba- __ will be found a great help to all bee 
nds, giving the bees a very beautiful keepers. 

appearance. These bees are becoming yo not place your bee hives near 

very popular inthe astern Statesand = g pig sty, as bees strongly object to 

in Europe, inEngland especially they the smell of whey, sour milk etc. 
are favourites at the present time. It Very often when the bees are cross 

seems they are destined to supersede — the cause may be traced to some objec- 
the Italians. We are so much in favo tj nable odor in their vicinity.
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Do Bees Injure Grapes? in many instances ripened on the hive, 

— some bunches remaining until the 

Farmers and Fruit-growers Need grapes droped off,and not on a single 
Not Fear the Bee. grape did I see bees working, and I ob- 

served them carefully 

FOR THE WESTERN APIARIAN. If bees will not work on grapes at 
as such a time, when will they? 

- By “A LOVER OF FRUIT.” There is one or two things true in my 

aes opinion, grapes either crack, or some 

Many —— no, some is the word we , other insect opens them before the bees 

3 ky _ will disturb them, just as they do the 
want ——— farmers and fruit-growers : 3 

@ y apple, and some other fruits. 
have an idea that bees are destructive After being opened, they will likely 

to fruit, and are consequently hostile york on them, but if not opened, I think 
to beekeeping, and try to make things they will starve first, not because they 
disagreeable for the beekeeper. No will not, but because they cannot break 

greater mistake could possibly be made the skin. 

The bee is a positive benefit in the ma- Tae eet ete 

jority of instances, and ought to be In handling bees be sure not to crush 
considered the fruit-growers best friend them under the cover etc. There is no- 

Bees seldom work upon fruit that has thing that will call forth their resent- 

not already been rendered unfit for ment quicker. 

market or for use, by being allowed to eer ee ee 

over-ripen, or in some way receive in; Bee-keepingin Missouri. 

jury sufficient to break the skin. ST 
We present the following from the Spanish Needle and Smartweed, 

Indiana Farmer, as a case in point renee 
on the grape question. FOR THE WESTERN APIARIAN. 

“In the summer of 1887 it was quite % asa i 

dry in this section, during the time of By san LENO. 

ripening our grapes; so much so that cies et 

bees were not working any. I had some In compliance with your request I 

40 colonies of bees, mostly setting in the | send this article, hoping it will be read 

shade of grape vines —all near them, with interest by Pacific coast apiarists. 
and the grapes matured without a sin- Here in Clark Co., situated in the 

gle instance of the bees disturbing them north-eastern part of the state, beekeep- ; 

that was seen. Then in 1888 the same ing by the masses has been much ne- 
thing was repeated—only the bees were glected. We find many who have a- 

starving for something to eat,the hives bandoned keeping bees because they 

being nearly empty—some being abso- were unprofitable; and the only reason 

lutely so, so far as could see. I thought we can assign for it is inability on the 

I would have to feed or lose all. Again part of the apiarist, being un-acquaint- 
we had a most beautifull crop of grapes; ed with the nature and instincts of the
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bee. They naturally supposed the on- clover we have an abundance, bloom- 
ly necessity was a few hives of bees to ing in June, while there is some lin- 
be set in the orchard or some secluded den. Our great honey dearth comes 
place and left to care for themselves the last of July andin August. Then 

until autumn, when the good-natured. comes Spanish needle and smart-weed 
keeper would call for his surplus of bloom for fall honey. 
honey, but to his surprise none would Our main honey crops are two: 
be on hand. How absurd! What oth- white clover and Spanish needle. 

er stock that the farmer has, if treated. While we have many other honey-pro- 

the same way, would yield him an in- ducing plants, these are our main 

come? How much care is given to the stand-by. 

feeding and comfort of the other stock? The bees generally kept are the Ital- 
But ask him about his bees. ians and German or black bees, in all 

“Well, I don’t know how they are. forms of hives from the sectional log 

They are such te:rible things to sting I gum to the modern frame or improved 

can hardly do anything with them. Langstroth hive, which is generally 
They are all right unless the moths used. 
have got into them.’’ I am situated within some thirty 

This is the answer from many of the miles of the renowned honey producers 

old fogy and know-it-all beekeepers and comb foundatlon manufacturers, 

who have never seen a book on bees or Chas. Dadant & Son, who are beyond 

a modern bee journal, and who believe doubt the largest manufacturers of 
such to be ‘‘catch-pennies’ to get foundation in the world, having man- 

their money. ufactured and sold last season over 

We must study the nature or instinét_ 59,000 pounds. They work for ex- — 

of the bee as we do the nature or dis- tra¢ted honey alone and have over 400 
position of our horses and cattle, if we colonies in their apiaries. They are 

would master them; and if we do not, located in Hamilton, three miles north- 

the longer we keep them the greater east of this county, acrogs the ‘‘Fath- 
will be our losses. . er of Waters,’’ in Hancock county, Ul. , 

We have many in this county who opposite Keokuk, Iowa. 
, make beekeeping profitable, and who George H. Beard is one of the largest 

display common sense in theit man- honey producers in the county. He 

agement, who thus show themselves runs an apiary of one hundred colonies 
to be masters of the pursuit. We. and upwards for comb honey, and pro- 

> have one who makes beekeeping a duced last season about 9,000 pounds 

specialty, and is therefore making of honey, comb and extracted. 

es their culture a source of profit as well My apiary is yet rather small, owing 
ie as pleasure. to the severity of the winter of 1885-6. 

J : I believe this to be an excellent lo- I will not boast of my success, as I am 
te cality for a few good apiaries. We more of a student than a practical api- 

: have maple, willow, and hazel to fur-  arist. I can only feel proud of my ap- 
3 nish pollen in eatly spring, followed by icultural library, which I hope will 
| fruit bloom for early honey. Of white soon be among the best in the land,
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TRANSFERRING. his month is the time to transfer 

because the hives next month will 

By a Practical Man, contain too much honey, and it 
aS would be an exceedingly difficult job 

FOR THE WESTERN APIARIAN. to say nothing at all of the comb 

as breaking down, drowning the bees, 

i By S..L. WATKINS. etc. I have made a success of trans- 

; ferring bees in the winter time when 

AS the willows, manzanitas; and the colony had considerable honey, 
fruit trees are in bloom, now is the but I had to proceed pretty slowly. 
time to transfer all your colonies that] jaye frequently taken bees from 

at box hives. My method of trees in the winter time, sometimes 
transferring is as follows: 3 when there is considerable snow on : 

I go to the colony that I wish to the ground. On the Baltic Ridge in 
transfer, blow a few whiffs of smoke jy) Porado county, we Bie sugar 
. * = ? 

in at the entrance, and then tip the pine tree containing bees when the 
hive up. Giving them a little smoke — snow was six feet deep. The bees 

all the while, cut the comb loose on  \ere pretty badly waked up when the : 

all sides of the hive and then remove tree fell and they flew around con- 

one side (best to remove a side where siderably, but we managed to save 

the aseae run oe ne Breather Ty January, 1887, we cut a 

ly faciliates transferring), ave 4 ~ bee tree, not far from that one, which 
good square surface to lay the comb 4,4 enough brood to fill five Langs- 

and frame on, and then cut the comb ns 
. hee troth frames. ‘The day we cut the 

to fit the frame. I next incline the i 
: A tree they were working on alder bloom, 

new hive and‘place the frame con- er : 
ur SENN this too, at an elevation of 6000 feet 

taining the comb in it with two short. 2 BENG 

sticks the height of the frame from The Wome marker for honey obs 
e ? 

the bottom board. I next place two pecially for the comparatively small 
more sticks on the opposite side of beekeeper, is always the best, and ev- 

the comb and am thus ready for an- ety care should:be taken to prevent 

other frame. I continue from time anything from, in. any way,” working 
Ree pea _ against it. 

to time to shake the bees into the “Phere are many ways of injuring 

new hive until all the combs are the sate of 1oney in your immediate 

fitted into frames. In three days—_ locality, just as there are many ways 

- if the weather continues favorable— of cau sing steady growth in the local 
Giccan rermtove fall tbe ticksaand demand. ‘lo place before your cus- 

y : ' ‘ ied . tomers an inferior article, put up in 
level the hive up. I nave tre’ Sev- 4 careless manner, and palmed off 
eral methods of transferring, but I upon them because not fit for ship- 
never found any that would equal ping, means speedy destruction of the 

this one, all things considered, home market.
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BEE-HUNTING. it will let the piece move pretty tight 
and retain its position. In the partit- 

FOR THE WESTERN “APIARIAN: ion between Nos. 1. and 2. is a hole 
one inch in diameter closed by means 

By AtpRED A. MORRILL, of a slide, the end of which extends 

through the side of the box. In the 
eran top of No, 2 is a hole glazed with glass 

sa" Concluded from last month. or fine wire and provided on the top 
Sometimes, in peculiar cases, bees. of the cover with a piece of wood just : 

are found going in at the roots of like that which covers the window in 
trees and even in logs lying on the end of No. 1, In the end of No. 2 

the ground. isa eae covered in the same 
See eeo he creecar tain some manner. ‘This last hole is used Mite 

é you want to let out only one bee. No. 
distance off the line, for they oft eee es : 

i 2 is divided midway between the bot- 

en fly nearly past. the Bree thirty tom*board and the cover with a slide. 

or forty feet to one side, and yor catching bees I use a pepper box 
then opposite the tree square off with the cover removed and a small 

and enter the cavity which serves hole in the bottom to admit light and 
them as a door. a small paddle. When you see a bee 

Now, for hunting bees later on with his head in a flower, with the 

in the season you will have to paddle in your left hand and cup in 

have a bee-hunting box. The one I Your right, you can, after a little prac- 

use is 4 inches wide by 9 inches long tice, catch him nearly every time. 
and 4 inches high, divided in the Your box should be set near at hand 

centre by a partition, In the apart. with the little slide in the top of No, 1 
ment in one end I carry a piece of drawn nearly out and the blind slid o- 

old comb, in the other end I carry ver from the window in the end. Now 

the bees I have caught. For con- — Test the paddle on the protruding end 

. venience I will call the cageing end of the little slide in the end of the cov- 

No, 1. and the feeding end No. 2,  «. Carefully slide the pepper box 
Bach end is provided with a sliding containing the imprisoned bee over the 

cover. Inthe cover of No. 1.isahole hole in the cover. Now with your fin- 

1 inch in diameter closed by means of a ger darken the hole in the end of the 
slide. Fitted into the under side of pepper box, when the bee, seeing the 
the cover and in thé end of the box un- light in the box below’ will quickly 
der the slide is a window 1% inches in godown. Now close the slide in the 
diameter, covered with fine wire or cover and you have your bee all safe. 

glass. On the outside of the end is ar- Now take the cover off of No. 2 and 

ranged a piece of wood large enough to draw the slide that is just above the 

cover the window and screwed to the comb nearly out. 

end board with a small screw. In one For feed I use sugar syrup made 
: end the screw should be driven in until very thin or extraéted honey diluted
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with water until quite thin. Thick them home. 
honey is not so good, for it takes the Choose a warm, sunay day and cut 

poner oas uP ena a tO the tree about noon. It is a common 
daub them. Take your bottle of feed mistake with beginners to suppose that 

_ and pour on the comb enough to . fill bees are less inclined to sting on a wet 
several cells, slide the top back into cola day than’a wartn one. The fact 

place, but leave the lower side nearly fo wall IHW Bocelli Maree eae 

: out. Draw the blind back from the handling the honey bee that they are 

i window in cover of No. 2, close the never better natured than when honey 
hole in the end, and draw back the is coming in fast. When ready to cut 

slide which closes the hole in the par- your tree provide yourself with buckets 

mation between Nos: EAnG 12 NOW to hold the honey if there should be 
close the window in No. 1 and the bee any, take an empty hive and a lot of 

will go to the light in No, 2. When narrow tape to tie the comb to the 
you see him buzzing against the win- frames and a large spoon to dip the 

dow close the blind and the hole in the eee atte Fall Che tres eer aar nokeee 

partition, and he will. very (soon Sete smash it any more than can be avoided. 
down on the comb and go to feeding. Wait 4 fous uninntes scatter ene eens 

When he has stopped buzzing around 4... to Jet the bees settle a Tittle sand 

you will know that he is feeding. Now then give them a little smoke. Blow 

Bo oa fe pe sive Seen ate in a little at a time for five or ten min- 
quietly without jarring the box and he utes, then stop up the holeand proceed 

will soon load up and go to his tree. to cut into the cavity so you can get at 

Wow can:go tight on. catching: thor comb. Sometimes the tree splits open 
bees until you have a good lot of then in falling, so everything is laid bare. 

Wee Set your hive so that the entrance is 
When you want to move your stand near the lareest cluster when mila 

wait till there are several bees on the little es Sire you can soon drive the 

comb, then slide in the top slide care- most of ‘them in, Keep a sharp. look- 

ally ee, shame UES bor Sane out for the queen. Now cut your tape ~ 
the bees will leave the comb and go up. in pieces that will just go around one 

Now push in the lower slide, It is al- of your frames the narrow way leav 

ways best to leave some feed on a small ing enough to tie. Lay strips of tape zl a : 8: aS . 

Bt muh nee oe : Cra. on a suitable board about three inches 
new stand draw lower slide nearly out, apart and then lay on one of your frames 
uncover window in top, for sometimes and cit the broad Gcolnbain enitsle 

they will not stop at the new stand, pieces to fit the frame, When the 5 

Butgo: bese [to sthe Baste les frame is filled with comb tie the ends 
take up the first stand till you have tape together over the top, key up 

Cee Ren siete Oe ee eae under each piece so it is pressed up a- 

Mee poll Bane Se eas t gainst the top bar, hang the frame it 

pico Bae eee alent eae the hive and-fill another and so on un- 
thing is to cut the tree and transfer the Groat iectlibe hi code nee ee 

bees and brood to the hive and get 2 as
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Be careful not to daub the honey a- the worker some 6,000 and the drone 

round any more than you can help. upward of 12,000. Beneath each facet 

Put the cover on the hive and leave jg 4 crystalline cone, a so-called nerve 

the entrance Sve full width and be rod, and other structures, too complex 

Se the queen is in the hive. Leave to be here described, which pass inward 
it until nearly dark, when all of the i ' 
Peer at erie when ats dere bane toward the brain. It will be seen, then, 

the hive home and set it where it is to that the so-called compotin’ eye with 
remain and your work is nearly done. its thousands of facets, its thousands of 

In two or three days the bees will have “nerve rods” and other elements, is a 

sealed the pieces of comb to the frames, structure of no little complexity, The 

You can then take the tape off the question now arises: Is it one structure 

frames. or many? — Is it an eye or an aggregate 

I would put in one or two frames of of eyes? To this question the older 
comb containing honey with the brood. yaturalists answer confidently—an 

advise: Malamizing: as soort, a5,'con- aggregate. And a simple experiment 
venient. In conclusion I would say 7 a . fagence tn 

that, when working with your bees, Sern Raa ie nae a 
eudie tem gith: catei’ Won't jar ton get, quoted in Goldsmith s “Animated 

» 
irritate them, and you will have little Nature,” adapted the favels of, theleye 
trouble with their stinging. of a fl—pardon me, fair reader, of a 

ee | aphanipterous insect; 0h -tueaents tins 

EYES OF THE BEE. lex—so as to see objects through it 

LAN, under the microscope. “fA soldier who 

Structures Whose Complexity "88 thus seen appeared like an army 
Bape . é of pigmies, for while it multiplied 

Is Dilficult ; of it also diminished the object; the 

Comprehension. arch of a bridge exhibited a spectacle 

ane more magnificent than human. skill 

Anyone who will take the trouble to could perform, and the flame of a can- 
examine with a lens the head of a bee dle seemed the illumination of thou- 
will see on either side the large, round- sands of lamps.” Although Cheshire, 

ed compound eye, and on the forehead jin his book on the bee, adopts this 

or vertex three bright little simple eyes. view and supports it by reference to 

’ The latter are, as their name implies, a similar experiment, it numbers  to- 

comparatively simple in structure, each day but few supporters. One is tempt- 

with a single lens. But the compound — ed to marvel at the ability of the drone 

eyes have a complex structure, LExter- to co-ordinate 24,000 separate images 

nally the surface is seen to be divided into a single distinct object. Picture 

up into a great number of hexagonal the confusion of images of one who 

areas, each of which is called a facet, had sipped too freely of the sweet but 

and forms a little lens. Of these the elusive dregs of the punch — bowl! 

queen bee has on each side nearly 5,000, | Under similar circumstances human
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folk are reported tosee double. Think  onies gradually dwindle away to a mere i 

of the appalling condition of an inebri- nothing just at the time when he par- 
ate drone! ‘Those who believe the ticularly wants to build them up good 

facetted eye to be one organ with many and strong ready for the honey flow. 

parts, contend that each facet and its BC ee ae ei ue: ie pees 
3 i ‘ keepers complain of spring dwindling 

underlying structures give, not a com- : 
po pe = 1 obj and sometimes they lose nearly all of 

Pee naee 2 oe eee 2 Ieee aS their bees after wintering them. ‘ 
whole, but the image of a single point It has always seemed to me that it 
of that object. hus there is formed, jg one of the easiest evils to guard a- 

* by the juxtaposition of contiguous gainst. Like a good many other 

points, a strippled image o1 an image things, ‘‘an ounce of preventative is 
in mosoic. Hence this view is worth a pound of cure.’’ It is nearly 

known as Muller’s mosaic hypothesis. always caused by an old queen that 

Lowne has experimented with fine has almost exhausted her egg-produc- 

glass threads arranged like the cones ‘8 Powers, and: has seized por the 
eae ’ first excuse to stop laying early in the 

and nerve rods of the bee’s eye, and ‘ 
fall, sometimes a month earlier than a 

finds that (even when they are not : Ps 
if younger and more prolific one would. 

surrounded by pen HS CAre _the Consequently the colony goes into 

elements in an insect’s eye) all oblique winter with a lot of old bees that have 

rays are got rid of by numerous reflec- very little vitality left; then, in Feb- 

tions and the interference due to the  ruary, when a young queen will go to 

different lengths of the rays. Some laying, the old one will wait sometimes 

modification of the mosaic hypothesis a month or more, and by the time she 

is now generally adopted, and Dr, has made up her mind to go to laying 

Hickson has recently worked out with the bees are too old to nurse the larvae 

great care the structure of the optic porperly. So your old bees ae drop: 
Segoe Rios ping off and no new ones hatching to 

tract which lies between the crystalline : 
Bre at Sheena Matrrone take their places. 
ae f Sea DS CULL PONS The remedy is self-evident. Replace 

GENE ie Siises ce cx SAL your old and feeble queens in the sum- 

. SPRING DWINDLING. __ wer with young ones and then stimu- 
see late them by feeding late in the fall and 

A PRACTICAL PLAN OF PREVENTION,  ¢@tly in the spring. Just as soon as 
they begin to fly examine your hives 

Ht Morthorn WMans Methods, to be sure they have plenty of honey 

Bs Vets a3 and pollen. If they have no pollen 
FOR THE WESTERN APIARIAN. they can rear no young bees, even 

a though the hive is full of honey. 

By ALFRED A. Morrit, Give them flour or meal until they can 

eevee get pollen in the fields. If you are 

I know of nothing more discouraging $0 wnfortunate as to have spring dwind- 
to the bee-keeper than to have his col- ling in earnest, get a pound or so of 

he 3 o :
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young bees and put them in the hives Ancient Bee-Culture. 

affected and see that they have plenty — 

of stores and they will usually come FOR THE WESTERN APIARIAN. 
out allright. ey 

It is difficult to say at just what age By S. L. WATKINS. 

a queen should be removed, for some —- 

will lay for three summers and do well CHAPTER I 
i while others will wear themselves out i ‘ f f 

intwo. But I believe that a safe plan Palestine, with its myriads of wild 
is to remove all queens that have been flowers and fruits, was the home of 
laying two full summers, except. per- wild bees; they furnished abundant 4 
haps a very valuable one that you are pasturage. The bees constructed 

eee oe, oe ag aS Man their hives in hollow trees, rocks, and 
can. at ¢ e foresig’ ee 

AA Rs reaate ea any accessable place. ‘The bee keep- 
exercised in the summer and fall will au A 

; : au ers of Egypt used to move their bees 
nearly if not quite do away with . f 
spring dwindling. up and down the Nile to catch the 

SS ifferent honey flows, «They moved 
This is the age of specialties and them on-rafts, going a certain dis 

specialists, and generalization is at a tance each day 

heavy discount. Success in bee-keep- i 
4 pe 5 : De Montfort, a Frenchman who 
ing, as in everything else, is the result 

Pers i wrote a work on bees about three 
of concentrated and well directed effort. ; 
Many a hard-working and fairly intel- hundred: yeuts EC estimated thay 

ligent beeman has made shipwreck of between five and_ six hundred pe 

his hopes upon the rock of failure to thors had preceeded him, most of 
‘concentrate effort. the books being written in Latin, and 

Many of our bee-keepers seem to but few have been handed down te I 
think that if they take an agricultural us. In 1609, Charles Butler gave 
paper, and read the occasional column to the world a work entitled: “The 

of bee notes, they are receiving suffici-  }reminine Monarehy, or, the His— 
ent information and direction. Not so. st 
These journals, most excellent many of tory of bees.” In 1657 was pub- 
them, and without question of great ished in London: “A ‘Theater of 
benefit for general farm work, are not Hauecal eine “asecree ot Rey 

F 4 especially devoted to apiculture, and iat Liga Sue dura aunt one was 
do not ( we alinost said cannot ) cover Samuel Purchas. In 1675, John 
oS prong with ey considerable degree (Geddes wrote a work entitled: “Me- 
of mnteness and precision. oe x HTD 

We believe that each colony of bees thods of Bee Houses and Colonies, 
in the apiary will pay for the bee-jour- At the beginning of the eighteenth 
nal, in the increase of returns that will century, Joseph Warder gave to the 
acerue through the inctease of informa barlas Th eT Nae i 
tion, and consequent inerease of we'll WOM@: EEE yAOZ ORG, Oe nbn 
directed, intelligent, concentrated ef- Monarchy of sees.” In 1774, Rea- 

fort. mear, a Frenchman, wrote his great 

ii
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scientific work entitled: “I'he Naur- _ Side than in the inside of trees in that 
al History of Bees.” ‘The principal climate. Some varieties of these bees 
authors of the eigh:eenth century © wonderful Boney, gatherers.’ Oth- 

C ae z 2 ers possess very irascable tempers, were: ‘l’horley, Maxwell, Swamner- n ; 3 ‘ dain, Mills: Wildnian. White, Detiraw making it almost impossible to take 
PRET 2 Nee > their honey away. These bees are 

John Keyes, the author of the “An- grown to entomologists as aphis indica, 
cient Bee Master’s Farewell,” Bomer, aphis florea, and aphis darsata. 
Isaac, “Linneaus,” “the brilliant star Sir Samuel W. Baker makes mention 
of the North,” published his “System in his ‘Rifle and Hound in Ceylon,”’ 
Naturae” toward the middle of the a book published forty years ago, of the 
eighteenth cenury, “and threw a methods pursued by the natives of 
flood of light on the whole subject of | Ceylon in hunting and taking the hon- 
Natural History.” ey from these wild bees. He says; 

CHA pees a “The principal underwood in the 
i " ; mountainous distri¢éts of Ceylon is the 

There are several different varieties millho, This is a perfectly straight 
of aphis mellica or domesticated bees. stem from twelve to twenty feet in 
Those worthy of mention ate: the Ger- length and about one-and-a-half in di- 
man, Italian, Holy’ I,and, Cyprian, ameter, having no branches except a 
Carniolan, Egyptian, Dalmatian, Hun- few small arms at the top, which are 
garian, and South African bees. Be- covered with large leaves. ‘This plant, 
side these there are a vast number of — in proportion to its size, grows as close 
wild or uncultivated bees in India, as corn ina field and forms a dense 
Ceylon. Borneo, Celebes Islands, Aus- jungle difficult to penetrate. Every 
tralia, and Central America, the bees seven years the millho blossoms; the 
of the two latter countries being sting- jungles are then neither more or less 
less. The bees of East India make an- vast boquets of bright purple and 
nual migrations from one part of the white flowers. The perfume is delic- 
country to the other, and it is doubtful ious and swarms of bees migrate from 
if anyone could ever make a success of other countries to get their harvest of 
bees possessing these peculiat charac- honey. The quantity colle@ted is ex- ~ 
teristics. They construct their hives traordinary. The beehunters — start 
on the horizontal limbs of trees, and from the low countries and spend weeks 
overhanging cliffs, rocks, etc., their in the jungle colle¢ting the honey and 

combs sometimes depending to a length wax. When looking over an immense 

of 4 to 6 feet. Their ‘peculiar mi- tra@ of forest from some elevated 

grations’’ are owing probably to the point, the thin blue lines of smoke may 
rainy seasons, hot climate, and dearth be seen rising in many directions, 

of honey secretion at certain intervals marking the sites of the beehunters’ 
of ayear. They prefer to build on the fires. Their method of taking the 
limbs of trees, it being coolerontheout heney is simple enough. The hees’ 

< 78 %
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nest hang from the boughs of trees and __ they can bite ina manner more ‘‘for 

aman ascends with a torch of green  cible than pleasant.’’ These bees store 
leaves which creates a dense smoke. between one and two quarts of 

He approaches the nest and smokes off honey in combs constructed of wax, ; 
the colony, which, on quitting the ex- similar to the commoa honey bee, only 

terior of the comb, exposes a beautiful the cells are smaller. These bees seem 

circular mass of honey and wax, gen- to be very numerous in certain locat- 

erally about 18 inches in diameter and ions. A traveller in Mexico mentions 

6 inches in thickness, that he found upwards of one hundred 
The beehunter being provided with swarms inasingle day. He says that 

vessels formed from the rind of the he counted twenty-five swarms in the 

gourd attached to ropes nowcuts up the root of a single fig tree. 
comb and fills his chattels, lowerin: : 

them to his companions below. c em Cotouced 

When the bloom of millho fails the - HONEY PLANTS. _ 

seed from this is a sweet little kernel de Land 
with the flavor of a nut. The bees now NO. I The Sensitive Plant. 

leave the country and the jungle sud- Ba aSg 
denly swarms as though by magic FOR THE WESTERN APIARIAN, 

with pigeons, jungle-fowls, and rats. ae ad 

At length the seed is shed and the millho By Frank McCaium. 
dies. The jungles then have a curious LASERS 

appeatatice. — The ppnen noon bee Thinking that it would be of interest 
dead, the forest trees rise from amass of and perhaps some profit to our readers, 

dry sticks like thin hop-poles. The we have decided to present, each month, 

roots of these p lants soon decay oy 4 a botanical description of some honey 

re et ne Bowne plant of importance in the United 
through the forest levels the whole mass, States. We will try and popularize 

leaving the ee Sanaa con these botanical articles, by eliminating 
underwood. ‘The ap SATE of the from them much that is purely techni- 

ground See eo US ae ae cal, and by presenting them in as sim- 
young millho grows rapidly through ple and readable a style as possible. 

this, forming a tangled pane which I will not, however, evade any im- 

checks both en ang dog. 5 portant item, simply because it can be 
The aphis melliphona or stingless ‘i ; 

bees of Central America and Australia pestennissct a bese U ferns oe 
do not amount to much as honey gath- tefuse to use scientific language when 

erers. They are small in size—not peaetor shall seem to chee Be 
much larger than the common house lieving that the average American bee- 

‘ : keeper is the type of as high a grade of 

we era edeeraetine Mike yellow intelligence and general culture as is to 
Jackets. Although - the bees are sting- be found anywhere in this land of broad 

less, they ere BOF pnons ees of de- culture and progressive investigation, 
fense. With their sharp mandibles I will not hesitate to introduce botani- 

le 

* 
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cal terms for fear of getting beyond the  o/ tropical America. 

grasp of the intelligence of my readers. Perhaps the best type is the Minosa 

With this much as preface, let us ap- pudica, a native of Brazil, in which 

proach the first honey plant that we the iriatibility of the leaves is very 

propose to consider, namely; noticeble. ‘It usually grows about a 

THE SENSITIVE PLANT. foot high; but occasionally under glass 

The sensitive plant, (Mimosa) is a it will grow toa height of (three {eet. 
= $2115 of the suborder Mimosae of the The seed of this species will retain the 

: order Leguminosae. No family ofthe Vital ‘principle for a peas length of 
vegetable kingdom has a higher claim time. It has beeu naturalized in Flori- 

to the attention of the botanist than the 4@ though it does not appear to any 
Leguminosae, whether we consider them considerable extent. 

ormaiental or in the variety and scope This species presents in a wonderful 
of their utility. Among the mostbeau- degree, one of the most startling phe- 
tiful of flowesing pianis are the acacias nomena of plant life. When placed in 
with their silken streamers, the pride bright sunlight left undisturbed, the 

f of India, with an all endless list of leaves stand nearly at right angles to 

others which, like the sweet pea, the stem; but a slight touch will cause 

breathe forth the sweetest perfume; — them to droop and fold as if dead. ; 
while beans. peas, clover» and a host The temperature seems to" have a 
of others convey to our minds the idea VeTy decided effect on the sensitiveness 

of their widespread utility. Among of the plant, being the greatest on wart 
trees, the rosewood and labumem may ays. If the plant is placed where the 
be mentioned, the latter furnishing a wind will blow upon it, its sensitive- 
wood which is exceedingly durable, and Ness is perceptibly diminished. 
the locust of our own country, which is Another species of the Miniosa, the 
too well known to need any recommen. M. strigillosa, which grows from the 
dation ( if indeed it deserves any, which banks of the Mississippi to Florida. It 

we are sometimes inclined to doubt). grows on the banks of rivers, and is 
The above will convey some idea of prostrate or trailing. : 

what is comprehended in the order Le- There is a plant found in the South- 
guminosae. It has a total of 467 gen- ©™ States from Virginia to Texas, that 

era and 6,500 species. belongs to the order Mimosae, but not 
‘The suborder, Mimosae, to which the the genus Mimosa. It is more prop- 

genus mimosa belongs, has 29 genera, tly called the seusitive bret, and be-” 
only two of which, however, will come longs to the genus Shrankia, so called 

under our observation in the present 12 honor of Francs de Paula Schrank, 
Ariiele: a German botainist. It has two species 

The true sensitive plants, Mimosa S¢hrankia uncinate and Schrankia an- 
(from the Greek; mimos, a buffoon, be- $ustata The foliage is senitive, but will 

cause the leaves seem sporting with the only shrink under much, tougher tca.- 
hand when touching them); are peren- ment than the Mimosa. 
nial herbs and shrubs and are natives It covers wide stretches of country and 

., 5 o 
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THE: ‘CARPENTER BEE, 

the trail of the traveler through it can that we cannot resist the teinpta‘ioa to 

often be traced plainly for a con- present a short sketch for our readers. 

siderable time after he has passed. Among these cutious species, perhaps 
The bees seem to be delighted with none presents more striking character- 

ii, but just what its value as a honey _ jstics than the carpenter bee, a species 
plant is, has not yet been fulry deter- of British solitary bee. 

mined, : ‘ It works in wood the same as the 
We have some seed of this and of the mason bee does in the clay, selecting 

true sensitive plant, and es to = posts ete. which have begun to decay. 
periment with them here in California. They do not form colonies,but make 

eee 
The Carpenter Bee about twelve cells, one above the other, 

. 
in which the eggs are laid. The tun- 

SEE ILLUSTRATION. nel of about one half inch in width, and 

from 12 to 15 inches long, running per- 

Aniong the many species of bees, Beuchat atta euler 

there are many that have little or no The cells are seperated from one an- 
economic merit, and perhaps are not other by partitions made of chips and 
worthy of any very great consideration Sometimes of clay, A good idea of the 
from beekeepers; and yet there is so Carpenter bee can be obtained from our 

much of interest connected with them, illustration,



Queen Breeders Journal 
Practical Queen-Rearing. where I had killed the queen; and af 

eee ter the good queen had been in the 

st Simplified | Treatise. hive for a week, I removed her to an- 

Rr E other colony where I had killed the 
er FOR THE WESTERN APIARIAN. x ‘ : e 

queen, and continued introducing this 

By S. L. WATKINS. good queen until her progeny were in 
sere fourteen different colonies. 

CHAPTER 1. Of course it took a long time to get 

the fourteen colonies again r2-queened; 

“Around the queen Center$ all there but I accomplished what I started out 
is in beekeeping’ is the candid opin- to do. Some experienced apiarist may 
ion and conclusion of all scientific and be tempted to smile after reading the 

practical apiarists. With good, young, above; but that was when I did not 

prolific queens we have good, strong know much about bees and their hab- 
colonies, and strong colonies and fav- re 

orable seasons mean plenty of honey; < 

and plenty of honey from each colony My next step in advance was to pur 

is the mark we are aiming at, the goal Chase a tested Italian queen, with 
we are trying to win in the apiarian which the following summer I re- 

world. In beekeeping, asin all other queened my entire apiary, After the 
pursuits, there are numerous ways to Itulian colony had built up toa popu- 
accomplish the desired results. lous colony T removed the queen and 

oe ee poe s/rossl Gtits ty sues placed her in another swarm, already 
cessful queen rearing, ae some of queenless, and in nine days after re- 

these are the ones we are going to out- moving her, I cut out all the queen 

line to your view. I shall speak of cells but one in the Italian colony. 

nothing but what p have tried and previous to this, I had divided all my 

found to be the easiest and simplest black bees, and the nucleus hives all 

methods of queen rearing. * contained queen cells. I removed 

But first let me present to your view their cells and inserted Italian cells in 
some of my early experiences in that thoi place with very good results, only 

line—some of my blunders and mis- two out of ten being torn down, For 

fakes) so -that beginners: will “not fall grafting the queen cells and holding in 
into the same pitfalls in the queen place I used a little hot wax, melted in 

rearing business that I did. My first ceco lan mestacicr 

pac Ware. the common brown bees, I practiced this method one summer 

and desiring to. breed a dew. queens and py fall had quite a sprinkling of 

from the best honey gathering colony, Italian blood in the apiary; also quite 

iE first took the queen from this colony a lot of very wicked bees, for, as every 

and introduced her into another hive apiarist knows, hybrids are not noted 

ED
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for their gentle dispositions; they do  {nown it, 

not seek shelter between the combs In my next [ will give a detailed ac- 

when the hive is opened, they seek it Count of the best methods of queen 
somewhere else, rearing. 

For honey gathering this strain of 4a Continued. 

bees was splendid. Some of the hybrid if you keriit4 gon ueinetG aa Ga peal: 

queens were enormously prolific, the an or Ttalian queen send to this office. - 
bees wonderful workers, and if it had We guarantee safe delivery. - 

not been for their irritable tempers I See et err 

would never have wished for a_ better a reat oo eee upon Mer ana 
nei athictne bes. ner of introducing the queen. Many 

y 1S 5 ot . mistakes are made by the beekeeper, by 

ay Bene SeecUShes in the queen which the fails to successfully intro- 

rearing line was to raise queens by the quce the queen, and he feels cross, and 
modern nucleus methods. ‘This I ac- sometimes, if he does not know very 

complished as lollows: I generally took — much about bees, he will buy no more 
four frames, two of brood with adher- queens. The fault is not with the 

ing bees, and two empty combs. I al- queen, nor yet with the breeder, nor 

ways gave plenty of bees to my nuclei, yet with tlie bees, but with you who 

believing that one strong one was e- Use injudicious methods of introducing. 
qual to three weak ones, as they There are yuduy ways of introducing a 

seemed to be more contented and pro- °C? ee ae ene ee 
aes advocates, and all of which are com- 

tected their hives better from robber E 
as paratively successful. We donot know 

bees. ‘The GEER SEE: that I used which way is the best, but we know 
was a frame with eighteen different a- hich way we prefer. 

partments, each one containing a Never make a colony queenless until 
queen cell, fitting the hive. I had it you have received and are ready to in- 
so arranged that all of the queens  troduce the queen which is to be sub- 

would ha*ch within three days. The _ stituted. 

frame nursery was placed in the center Take the cover of your hive and 
of a very populous colony, and as fast Place it upon the ground, raising it up 
as the queens would hatch out they °° the bees cam pass under it. Lay a 

were placed in newly framed nuclei. or  P®P own a ON AS Cea ane 
D eratinedia cen recieved Hahn ae at: shake the bees off the frames onto the 

i ake z paper, Catch or kill the queen as you 
clei and a virgin inserted in her place may desire. The bees will cluster un- 

Traised a great many queens by this der the cover ‘Take the cover under 

method, but it took considerable work, which the bees have clustered and give 
time, and watching, to say nothing at ita kuock over the paper and give 

all of the bees that composed the nu- them a small sprinkle of water. Drop 

clei, bees that I might have had stor- your queen right into the pile. If they 
ing honey all the time if I had only pile onto her give them another sprink-
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le of water. colts, and training horses, now is it 

Now shake the bees from the cover not time we heard sometheng about 

onto the brood frames, put on your breaking in and training these busy 

cloth and set the hive where it was be- little servants of ours who provide'us 

fore. with the most delightfull as well as 
We give the above as one of the the most healthfull of natures sweets, 

-~ ~ways that we do not greatly admire. gathered in purity from the flower be- 

There is a great deal too much way a- jewelled gar ments of mother earth. 
bout it. We bélieve bees can be bred for 

Introduce in the Peet cage and let the gentility as well as for color and honey 
bees dig her out, is the method we pre- é i 
fer as the simplest, ganhering qualities, and .the iater 

BeOS eae ee would suffer in no degree by a carful 

Perhaps some one will ask: ‘‘Why regard for the former. 
is/it there are so many imethods “Of it-\<: ae es 
troducing the queen?’’ The answer olf ayn wash tO) ee ne THrSen 

may possibly be: because it is not such ae Ee though the: mate ae 

a difficult matter af.er all to introduce PREIT: Ha WiAENT Wea tne eta ae 

a queen, and consequently most every better. Send young bees as attendants 
beekeeper has his own method which encase het #0 ae eras 
he practices with at least comparative honey before being:caged. Send fiom 

i success. Ifthe weather is good and twelve to twenty attandants acording 

: the bees are peaceable and quiet, you to the number of days the queen is to 

can frequently pick the old queen off be ee the rane eS the soft candy 

the combs and put the new one on and a which you: Provision. tie rea 

all will go well. If your queen is val- UN Age oe Det Bg 

uable, however, you will do well to Color of course is only of consequ- 

take great precautions, as this very di- ence as it indicates desirable traits of 
rect method is hazardousin theextreme. bee character that fill combs with 

a ee ean ra honey,and the frames with brood. 
, Many people are afraid of their bees, 
and hardly dare open the hive to look ——— 5 a ae 

at thei, and consequently tremble and ‘Too much can hardly be said of the 

greatly fear even at the thought ofhav- care and discrimination needed in lo- 
ing to introduce a gueen; others have cating an apiary. Frequently a lo- 

met with failure so many times that cation will be almost worthless; while 
they are ready to give up in despair, another within a few miles of it will ; 

and mournfully declare that their bees be all that need be desired. We have 
are so cross they can do nothing with not time here to give the various 
them. points to be considered in making the 

We think bees can be trained to be  sele¢tion; but will leave the question 

good-natured, or can be spoiled by in- open for some of our successful, pro- 

judicous treatment, just as animals can gressive, and well-located apiarists . 

We read many treatises ou breaking to give Oe their ideas of what censti- 
tutes the ideal location.
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THE YOSEMITE. 

THE YOSEMITE. it reaches the bottm; or has seen the 
sein et Merced take its marvelous Vernal leaps 

About four years ago, we indulged can ever forget it. 
in a vacation trip to the Yosemite Val- The Yosemite beggars all powers of 
ley, and were so forcefully impressed description, 
with oe Repos Ms be inch ey Standing in tke centre of the valley 
ca et A ee ca 2 he < and seeing its towering precipices of 
mig) : es ae : f ee 2 Hee 1- smooth rock over which leap the spray 

. oT . hes ere Wee Oe ustra- falls so characteristic of it, one is im- 
tion of this ee and of Cali ye pressed with a kind of dreamy misti- 
Who pee ee upass eee a .* ness: a certain sense of unreality, that 
eee ae Br uae a ae acicr adds a decide charm to these sublime 

i Dae ce oe as aa i aed surroundings that must make solemn 
rainbow-decorated Bridal Veil Falls; ; 3 > all who think. 
or climbed the trail that leads so won- ieee S 
derfully upward to the top of Yosemite In the aes you are looking 

Fall, that breaks in spray long before “P ene syetley toward Nevada vals:
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HOLY LAND UEENS Rowton’s Complete Debater. 
—Contain‘ng nine complete De- 
bates, Outlines of Di bates, and 

SAA 108 questions for Debate The 
: A SPECIALTY. A (f| most periect work of its Kind pub- 

a % . lished, and Seely adapted to 
Bees by the pound; also by frames. Bol So (G8) |i| Literary and Debating Societies. 

ah eel No persen should be without this 
REE-KEEPER’S SUPPLIES FSW (| great literary work, We are sure 

© = Cie. y| that those who purchase copies will 

GEORGE D, RANDENBUSH, eee eciate ie We We weriatce Gaeta 
~ aGhag 6 Readi D4 (Dey Ns () Containing over 200 pages. 425 Chestnut St. Reading, Pa. ey 5 Af el Boards cPreeiec 20. jor esaicts, 

Mention the “AprarIAn’ in answering, Cloth, Price s.....++++++++++475 ts 

Pee e Excelsior Recitations and Read- 
(ese on FREE un he FREE Xz. ings.—Being a new and carefully 
ORIN oem SES Goll Watch a 423= compiled selection of Humorous, Dra- 
SEDER YT ZR Worth BLOO.0 tse so ay~N. matic, Sentimental, Patriotic, Elo- 

Ray Cea ‘Bi b NO wvateh in te wri dibetoce Wii quent, Pathetic and Dialect Pieces, in 
Re aN HIN sono coun nentine an ae prose and poetry. Designed and ‘ar- 
se TT EAA NBD Yooorts cies’ and cents sizes, WRAY ranged for public and parlor recitation 
sh fd) LE eas with works aud case of PON and reading. Great care has been 
Rag APG equal value, ONE veLsoN in git.\s4 taken in the preparation of this serirs, eo ay ZF ie c0% oealite can secure, one SF ‘The chief aim has been to insert selec- 

\ Re eA d vaintble incor Mousehola mEAp: © ons especially, adapted tor public ior ARF Samples.. These samplesar well Af private recital. Nos. 1, 2,3 and 4 
‘as the watch, are free. All the work you ready. 

hyve do is to show what.we send you to those who call—your € 
fr a aid Betehbora and Hiab, ener vans teat atwaya eens Each number contains 176 pages. 
gieea pa eae Taras et aa orm, Paper cover, price............+.+.0++++-25 Cts, each, 
you know all, if you would like to go to work for us, you can 5 e 
‘arm from $&2O to SGO per week and upwards. Address, ¢ Habla V. Espanol ? 
Stinson & Co., Box 812, Portland, Maine. 
A NUE Ae LS a Se oe OL Sk UMS Spanish at a Glance. 
Sep : sate ta Eero Ge A new system arranged for self-tuition, being 

A the easiest method of acquiring a thorough knowl- 
; edge of the Spanish language ever published. 
hi 1 Bound in boards, cloth back. ccise......... 4-35 CtS. 

Bound in paper cover, Price........ .... . agcts, 
= Tey ee Cushing’s Manual.—Revised Edition, with 

We want an agent in every county a ‘Additions and Corrections, No one 
: S ATmated “States ne ne oRe <3} who wishes to take part in the proceed- in the United States, to take orders for cay ings of any otguniiea boda creeds 

our specialities. A) ee eee ere 
Every body wants something that we ¢S af i a vate eure Sane and oe ‘price is = H joderate that no one need deprive 

handle and’our agents make rapid sales. ‘himself of its teachings. Also contain- 
is # y ing the Constitution of the United States 

Our terms are the most liberal you = and Declaration ot Independence. Con- 
: # tainin, . 

ever heard of. A postal card will alae Paper coves (ence te cts. 
bring you full particulars and terms. we CNoth gilt. Price.....-...--.--1..50.ts 

as Carpenter's Manual. Address: * an —Instructs in the use of tools 
McCALLUM . BROS. Gone and the various operations of 

. lariat <) the trade, including drawing 
Placerville, California. 4 (3 cs {or carpenlety, forms of con- 

So eee ae WZ Akelh 7 tracts, | specifications, etc., 
a ee——oe Yrs 2 4-7 with plain instructions for 

z B ipe Py "beginners, and full glossary 
ffeie A eae A: \\4 of terms used in the trade, je Cae 4& Also gives plans and specifi- 
{disease —. OF! Se Ke cations for building a number 

oO Circulars. J “id Sex *© of frame houses, Illustrated, Zan Ud VN Bee ‘s 4 iA aay) Price Lists, cee Gee aes 
Via Y Bill Heads, All the above books for sale by: 
ie AR ce Kea] Lotter Heads McCallum Bros 2 =| Note Heads, : eh 

ea CA => McCALLUM BROS. Placerville, California. 
Sees Placerville, Cal.



€2 THE WESTERN APIARIAN. 

) - (\ y i see. p : My yew ISOWWT Vols Ltatian Bees and Queens. 

yea k AD iss i 
Work. Yon Ve Ue ev Frienps: I expect to pay my 

ea )y > undivided attenti the reari E UO ven. e enue. to the eS ring of i 

queens during the season of 1890. 

I solicit your patronage. Send jor 

Fe eee ce eer re ene Ney PEICES UL 

THE UG. PRAME, NORTH MANCHESTER, INDIANA. a 
AMERIGAN SCHOOLBOY REFERENCE FIRST. NATIONAL BANK. 

FINELY ILLUSTRATED. BF 
ony aovs’ pycen i rae west. WHEN YOU ANSWER 
Just the thing to keep boys at home. wae 

Wallen oh Seer Nar cae a any arvertisement in ie “WESTERN <A~ 

Stories, SIMPlNEd SCIENCE P/ARIAN AND QUEEN BREEDERS JOUR- 
games and amusements; exploration y.4/"" be sure a.jd mention this journal 

and travel; entertainment and infor—  4// advertisers like to know ‘here you 

mation. saw their "ad." 
Serials, short stories, history, geogra This will be a benefit toall partics, your 

phy, electricity, botany, natural history, selfincluded. 

te. TTR J. FORNCROOK @ C0. 
SAMPLE FREE. Manufacturers of the 

McCatium Bros., Placerville, Calif, “BOSS” ONE-PIECE SECTIONS 
Ta a ae Eom ahve waar eee ee ° PATENTED JUNE 28, 1681. 
RUBBER PRINTIVG STAMPS, WILL furnish you, the ering. season, 

FOR BEE-KEEPERS ONE PILCE SECTIONS | sand pap- 

Send for Catalogue. ered on both oo . cheap as the cheapest, 

G. W. Bercaw, Fostoria, Ohio. aa pesenihen ae: 
Mention the “Aprarian’ in answering (GF Write for prices. 

RED fared yo og SO Ae oh AM aterlown, Wisiy Want ohig 4 900, : 

sy Subserib fi th Mention the “ApiARIAN” in answering 

€ tor e Pee Taree he? 8 

WESTERN APIARIAN re-Rearno Chanter | 
et eanng Cham 

Payne’s Business Letter Writer and ‘The only y vactical invention for rearing dnd 

aig] Manual of Commer” “securing the mating ofa number of queens, 
Wa a specimen Letters on all possible and getting themall laying at once in full 

| ey (iy answers Containing general ne colonies of bees. It does away with all nuclei 
qe DA: yj/ formation with regard to busi- 4, all seasons, and also with laying workers. 

bs Tisha] ness matters, the rules. for punc- SACRE guaet aan eee 
I tuation, the a itions**most ratente y 16, 1889. For full particulars. 

RNIN ete cenit onde Pe ee eee ee 
9 aS % dictionary of mercantile terms, a address with stamp, 

Ci, « woacempes weer be «Dy Gel, Tinker 
iergeal a6 pages, extn cloth, 75 cle, Boars, go cis New Philadelphia Ohio. 
For sale by McCallum Bros, Placerville, Ca Mention the “Apraran’ in answering,



bo YOU READ 

THE COSMOPOLITAN, 
THAT BRIGHT, SPARKEING YOUNG MAGAZINE? 

The Cheapest Illustrated © Monthly In The World, 

25 CENTS A NUMBER, $2.40 PER YEAR. 

Enlarged, October, 1880, to 128 Pages. 

THE COSMOPOLITAN IS LITERALLY WHAT THE New York 

Times CALLS IT, “At its price, the brightest, most 

varied and best edited of the Magazines.” 

SUBSCRIBE! AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY SUBSCRIBE! 

FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS, FOR ONE YEAR ONLY. 

The Cosmopolitan, per year, $ 2.40, 

The Western Apiarian, per year, 1 Cents. 

Price of the two publications, $3.15 

We will furnish both for only $2.60. 

THE COSMOPOLITAN FURNISHES FOR THE FIRST 

TIME IN MAGAZINE LITERATURE, 

A Splendidly Wnstrated Periodical at a Price hitherto deemed impossible 

ERY TE eo Sea 

Do you want a first-dass Magazine, giving annual 1536 pages, 

with more than 1500 illustrations, by leading artists? 

Send $2.60 to this Office and secure both for one year



2.08 PRINTING S| 
Y Re ee Ren a hirgn) D a yea Ree ii. : 

| # Finely Executed, Bp 

( At prices that will astonish you, and completely , 

fs DEMORALIZE 4 
2 COMPETITORS. 333 

y KA WITH A FULL LINE OF \Y > 

} KI f eS SAMPLES, cxf 

4 Printed in Colors and Splendidly —lllustrated, ‘ 

>>S WILL BE SENT TO ANY ADDRESS, FREE. ges 

< Send for an Assorted Dozen of Our Pens, Lo Cents, | 
> For Paper, Pens, Pencils, ete, Send to This Office , 

4 And Save Over Half Your Money. v



Rey szce, Pa MHI CHOICE | 
Yi S44 COMB HONEY ~ 
ec. AN 3P ROM APIARY OF JG 

J. F. Mcintyre, Filmore, California. a 

OER 4 
a iy 

le 5 or CHOICE | 
Te = a 

: aN ps Gow’. Koowwy, ‘ 

28 BOAT SurRom THE APIARY OF 

; < (O) Mesias cen ee 
IEEE Ua eR eer ET 

. Be nencac nae aC ONO eae 

BI CHOICE ; 4 

ie COMB HONEY. e 
b FROM THE APIARY OF E : 

i E. A. Moore, Reno. Nevada. (> 

ESE ES RS a a SAS, sper |



4 << CHOICE = [- ea Oe Bes bia) Is 

4 We aet ‘we Ades : Extracted Honey, | 5 fe FEO SS SSG ee Eee) 2 BS 
< a Ke 
{| From the Apiary Of ce 

P, HARRY BARROWS, > 
[NEW prmcr, —— orEcoN. i EI II PP II I III | 

We have a very large assortment and only show 
a few of our labels as samples. Write us for any ‘ 
you want and we will give an estimate. 
We will print labels either black or in two colors 

at prices given below. 
Large, in two colors if desired, 250... . $1.25 

. 500... . $2.00 \ 
MEIN OSIZe acts ee RO. aoe 

500%. Ph25 
p Bimal S126 Jeet cays a -nepiagO ot Soro 

500... . $0.60 

ati ES 

ee a ts CHOICE Se" is 

Keg —e~ SG re, ed 
|. <@ EXTRACTED HONEY. x. | 
a pee = ae Al 

ited FROM THE APIARY, OF i Es 
fe o M. DRAKE, SPRINGVILLE, CAL. a 

. B ae



Langstroth Revised. For perfect draft, simplicity, and 

‘<Langstrotn on the Honey-Bee,” revised durability 
by Dadant, is the latest and most complete fp i Ss a 

woik on bees in print. It isa thorough trea- Bingham Patent Smokers 
tise, well adapted to beginners, and is com- and Bingham and Hetherington Un- 

‘ prehensive and practical. ‘The revisers of 90 denice 
this famous wor are not theorists, but practi: ©4PP!ng Antes 
cal apiarists who own hundreds of colonies of Are Without Question 
beesand who every year harvest large crops _. * dyeh) aS ae 
of honey, Their crop of horey for 1889 a- HE BEST ONEARTH 
mounted to 45,000 Ibs. They are also man- Send for descriptive Circular and 
ufacturers of comb-foundation and dealers in i 
divers bee-supplies. Their catalogue, to- ‘T'estimonials to, 

gether with sample pages of the L. bor k, is Bingham & Hetherington, 
sent free to all enquireis, Address: Chas, i as 
Dadant & Son, Hamilton, Hancock Co., Abronia, Michigan. 

Allinois. : 
os : een No. 1, white sections, only $3 

Mention the “Arraniax” in anowet. Der thousand, A complete 
hive for comb honey Oaly LRUGCESS AT LAST: See. ae 
Brood-Combs very low, Send 

aia for price list. 
JOHN T. McELFRESH has patented JOM. KINZIE 

a very simple device which is a complete Rochester, OaLlanarwoo wren 

PROTECTION TO BEES ; Mention the “Aprarian” in answer. 
Arairint the ray ages ioh Ce Ce MVS OER we LE 15 fn © <a 
simple attachment to the platforms upon Stee GOODELL & WOODWORTH 

The Miller, as all beemen well know, is : ie 
seldom or never’ seen until after sunset, and Rock Falls, — — — — — Illinois 
from that until dark. They are small insects Ee 

with small heads, and have aninnatedread of Manufac'ucers of Bee Hives, and White Bas- 
Bees; and if they can find an aperture or hole, wood V. Groove Sections. 
near the entrance of the Bees, under which No 1 section, 3.50 per M. in sco lots. 
they can dart to lay their -eggs, rather than ¥ } ¢ : Reduction on Larger Orders. 
come in contact with the Bees, there is where Naas ee ee y Mien 'ion the “Aprarran” in answer, 
they will go every time. ( aoueno secret lena eediet nists 

Now, iny device is is so constructed that the é al Rae jeeistoantonsr ie coo te | PALTAN QUEENS 
spout which projects about four and one-haif . 
inches from the Gum; about twe inches below ITALIAN QUEENS from bees bred for busi- 
this spout is affixed the apparatus holes for BESS beauty, and docility —— business first. lee cattanee.  Acthe snoutis always  O8e colony without increase in one season gave 
the Millers’entrance. As the sj is always me $24 in cash for honey alone. I think I can 
full of Bees, the Millers will dart through — feruish as good queens as can be produced. 
them into a box of water, and are thereby de- Ready, untested, atter May isth. If you prefer, v order now, and pay when queens arrive, Single 

stroyed, é . a queens, $1.00, six, $4.50. 
All who have examined it say thatit is ~ the W. H. LAWS. 

most note-worthy improvement in this line eshl f 
which has ever been produced. LAVACA, SEBASTIAN CO., ARKANSAE. 

Allcommuricaticns addressed to Mention the ApraRian" in answering. 
re ncn ete 

M. _AMMERS, F. A. SNELL, 
Milledgeville, Carroll Co. Il. 

fracy, Cal. Italian Bees, Bechives, Sections, Extractors, Veils, 
WIIl receive prompt attention. Smokers, Comb Foundation, Ete. 

Mention the “ArtaRiaN” in answering. 

> 

‘i 7



A. WENTSCHER, + trBER-KRBEPERS&1 
SNE NT - 

a SUPPLIES. . e 

BEESW AX & HONEY, (Quality ord Wermanship unsurpassed, Are : 

. 7 3 ; 1 jrepaied to furnish Pee-hee] ers with Supplies 
SAN DIEG( r CAL, promptly, and with goods of uniform excellence 

Mentinuithé “AvsamiAN" In answetihee as heretofore. Our hives all take the Simpli- 
SS eee ee ity, Kreme he see CON” chal bivesand z 

ay B EE KEEPE RS the “CHATAUQUA” hive, with DEAD AIR 

Qe: ai BAoula send formy eiron- SPACES ave both giving universal satisfaction. 
Ie oc lar. It describes the best We manufacture a full line of bee-keepers sup 
Wn Hives, the best Cases, th ies including 

fren 1 best Reeders and the best Plies, including : 

L tek sia etta sca ‘Falcon’ Brand Foundation. 
QP J. M. SHUCKk, Estimates gladly furnished, and correspon- 

é DES MOINES, TOWA. dence solicited, Send for Hlustrated Price 
x Mentidothe “Artarian” in answering List fer £9 fiee. 

For Imported Carniotans THEW. T. FALCONER MBG, (o, 
Midress Jamestown N.Y. 

Successors to W. T. RALCONER, 

FRANK BENTON, SEND FOR 

Krainburg, 

HEDDON’S Upper Carniola, Austria. 

5 EE NT ES | TT 

W_E CLARK 7 | 
ORISKANY, N.Y. ae : 

Keeps a full line of Bee-Keejers’ SUPPLIES ne 
* makes the Best Smoker in the World, Send for - ADDRESS : ; 

his Hlustrated Price-list, and buy one of his 
Meteo iiraeeeaibicle Quithy Ginkers ] AMES REDDON 

Address: W. B, OLARK, Oriskany, N.Y ; 
IDDAG 1 ] TRNAS : ; 

QUEENS! EARLY! QUEENS! Dowagi ac,Mich. 
Italian queens promptly shipped after April rst. SSS SS ——: 

; March i toJune 1, After June i too} ! 
‘Tested queens $2. £1.75 rian ee AManan Dupglies for Sale 
Three Untested $ 2-75 $2.60 

Two-frame nucleus with Untested Queen after 
Ap-il 1st, oy We nse the Simp. frame and — }oundation Mills, Wax and Honey Extractors 
guarantee safe delivery. Circulars free.» e nives. |S ge ee loves. F. ‘i Ree cece Une auvewie thio: Knives, Smnokers, | Veils, Gloves, Foundation, 

Address: ONE AND THO POUND ONE-PIECE SECTIONS, ETC. 

COLWICK & COLWICK, Mire i y 
Norse, Bosque, Co: Texas. : A > 

°, Mention the “APIAKIAN” iu answering sis 305 Napa City, Oat
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